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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

UNIQUE & LUXURIOUS  
CHRISTMAS GIFT IDEAS

If you are looking for the most unique and luxurious Christmas gifts this 
holiday season look no further! Decor brand KOKET has exquisite gift 

options for the most discerning recipients.

With Christmas quickly approaching we begin to ask ourselves the question of what 
to buy our loved ones. If you are shopping for luxury design lovers, look no further 

than KOKET! From alluring accessories to plush furs you are sure to envoke joy and 
delight with a gift from KOKET.
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EMPOWERING SCENT BY KOKET

Fall Head Over Heels for KOKET’s Lifestyle Scent Available in an Eau 
de Parfum and Reed Diffuser

When KOKET founder Janet Morais observed women drawn to the composition of sophis-
ticated essential oils and the unique aromas of her brand’s signature scent, she decided to 

make it available for purchase. Janet has a special way of inspiring and empowering and this 
fragrance is her way of sharing her story with all women, making them feel confident, sexy, 

and capable of strength.

A warm, sweet, sensual scent created with a rich composition of sophisticated essential oils, 
Empowering is simultaneously mysterious, classic, and sexy. A powerful and unique aroma, 
it opens with sharp citrus-like bergamot, and a touch of sensual white jasmine. Then devel-
ops quickly to a sweet gourmand and woody notes, such as honey and vanilla, sandalwood, 

ginger, and resin-amber.

Empowering is more than just a fragrance, it is a lifestyle scent that illuminates power and 
poise—a gift sure to be loved!
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EAU DE PARFUM SPRAY
LEARN MORE

REED DIFFUSER
LEARN MORE

APPLY ON YOUR SKIN, CLOTHING AND 
AROUND YOUR HOME FOR ELEGANT VIBES.  

CAUTION, IT CAN BE ADDICTIVE!

THIS ESSENTIAL OIL BLEND 
COMES IN A BEAUTIFUL BOTTLE 
WITH REEDS READY TO RELEASE 
FRAGRANCE SLOWLY AND EVENLY 
IN THE AIR FOR APPROXIMATELY 

90 DAYS. PLACE THE EMPOWERING 
DIFFUSER ANYWHERE IN YOUR 

HOME FOR ELEGANT VIBES!

Empowering Scent by KOKET is available at www.bykoket.com.

https://www.bykoket.com/index/empowering-scent
https://www.bykoket.com/index/reed-diffuser
https://www.bykoket.com
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Indulge in the ultimate luxury of KOKET furs!

Give the gift of warmth and glamour this holiday season with KOKET’s beautiful and unde-
niably cozy fur throws and accent pillows. Not only will the receiver be overjoyed to snuggle 

up with the luscious softness of rabbit, mink or fox, but each throw and pillow come stylishly 
wrapped in a sleek black box with a simple gold KOKET branding, all tied together with a 

graceful ribbon. Move over Santa!

All of KOKET’s gorgeous fur throws and accent pillows are handmade to perfection to ensure 
the finest quality product. The fur that is used is pure and authentic and available in sev-

eral chic styles. Rabbit is the most popular with the most indulgent being the Orilag, a rare 
French rabbit. KOKET also offers lavish mink and fox  with thick plush fur. Furs are available 

in a variety of natural colors such as rich cream, jet black, espresso, cool grey and more.

FUR THROWS & ACCENT PILLOWS

ORILAG GREY | PILLOW
LEARN MORE

FINLAND FOX | THROW
LEARN MORE
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https://www.bykoket.com/exotic-opulence/pillows/orilag-gray-pillow.php
https://www.bykoket.com/exotic-opulence/throws/finland-fox-natural-brown-throw.php

